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Piper Davis is a dedicated proposal planner who orchestrates elaborate proposal events for her clients.  With Valenne’s Day around 
the corner, she is overloaded with requests, on top of dealing with mixed emoons aligned with the holiday, due to a past failed      
romance.  Her newest client is Jordan Freeman, who needs an extravagant proposal plan for his boyfriend and love of his life, Simon.  
With the help of Piper and Jordan’s best friend, Adam Taylor - who also happens to be Simon’s brother – they have just one week to 
plan the perfect proposal.  Through a vested interest in ge ng to know each of her clients on an inmate level, Piper devises a plan 
whewhere she will pose as Adam’s new girlfriend so she can get to know Jordan and Simon beer while she formulates the proposal 
theme. Posing as a couple is a combinaon of effortless and complicated.  While it is clear there is an instant mutual aracon, Piper 
and Adam easily pull off their fic ous relaonship, but fricon also arises due to their vast differences – aer all Piper is a proposal 
planner and Adam a marital mediator.  Leading up to the proposal day, Piper and Adam’s pretend partnership kindles into an          
authenc one, leading Adam to concoct an unconvenonal proposal of his own.  
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